Tunable Nonlinear Acoustic Reporters Using Micro- and Nanosized Air Bubbles with Porous Polymeric Hard Shells.
The ability to tailor acoustic cavitation of contrast agents is pivotal for ultrasound applications in enhanced imaging, drug delivery, and cancer therapy, etc. A biopolymer-based system of microbubbles and nanobubbles was developed as acoustic reporters that consist of extremely porous hard shells. Despite the existence of an incompressible shell, these porous contrast agents exhibited strong nonlinear acoustic response under very low acoustic pressure, e.g, harmonics, characteristic of free gas bubbles. The large air/water surface area within the transmural capillaries are believed to facilitate oscillation of the inner gas core. Furthermore, the acoustic cavitation can be tailored by variation in polymer structures. This synthetically based platform offers insight for the rational design of advanced acoustic biomaterials.